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Article abstract
A Pre-lndustrialization Industry :
The Case of the Forges du Saint-Maurice
The author undertakes to confront the story of Quebec's St. Maurice Ironworks,
in 1730 to 1883 Canada, with the question of proto-industrialization. He first
outlines the constants of this stage and inquires as to the applicability of such a
model in a colonial setting. He then presents the firm's output record, citing the
use of " outside " workers (unspe-cialized peasants) and " in-house " employees
(ironsmiths) as an example of the twin pairs typical of the proto-industrial
context : agriculture and industry, family and work. Next he examines the
paternalist dynamic as a vehicle for transfer of konwhow and as management
form, calling attention to certain strains he cannot blink. Lastly he notes
indications for transition toward worker proletarization in the opening
quarter of the nineteenth century.
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